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Background Resources on the Arab-Israeli Conflict

2014 Gaza War Assessment: The New Face of Conflict
[950.29 JINSA]

The Atlas of the Arab-Israeli Conflict
Martin Gilbert
[953.23 Gi]

Big Lies: Demolishing the Myths of the Propaganda War against Israel
David Meir-Levi
[953.23 Me]

The Campaign Against Israel’s Legitimacy: Answers to Israel’s Critics
Aaron Jacob
[951.4 Ja]

Can the Whole World Be Wrong? Lethal Journalism, Antisemitism, and Global Jihad
Richard Landes
[071 La]
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to the Middle East Conflict
Mitchell Bard
[953.23 Ba]

Faith and Power: Religion and Politics in the Middle East
Bernard Lewis
[959 Le]

History Upside Down: The Roots of Palestinian Fascism and the Myth of Israeli Aggression
David Meir-Levi
[953.23 Me]

Israel and the Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Brief Guide for the Perplexed
David Harris
[953.23 Ha]

Letters to my Palestinian Neighbor
Yossi Klein Halevi
[953.23 Ha]

The Mideast Peace Process: An Autopsy
Multiple Contributors
[950.27 Ko]

Nazis, Islamists, and the Making of the Modern Middle East
Barry Rubin, co-author
[301.5 Ru]

The Oslo Syndrome: Delusions of a People Under Siege
Kenneth Levin
[950.27 Le]

Reclaiming Israel’s History: Roots, Rights and the Struggle for Peace
David Brog
[950 Br]

Relentless: The Struggle for Peace in the Middle East (DVD)
[950.27 Re DVD]

Saving Israel: How the Jewish People Can Win a War that May Never End
Daniel Gordis
[950.27 Go]
Stolen History: How the Palestinians and their Allies attack Israel’s Right to Exist Erasing Its Past
David Meir-Levi
[951.4 Me]

To Whom Was the Promised Land Promised: Some Fundamental Truths about the Arab-Israeli Conflict
Abraham A. Sion
[950.1 Si]

The War of Return: How Western Indulgence of the Palestinian Dream has Obstructed the Path to Peace
Adi Schwartz, co-editor
[950.2 Sc]

The War on Error: Israel, Islam, and the Middle East
Martin Kramer
[950.2 Kr]

Resources on Israel and Terrorism

Battleground: Fact and Fantasy in Palestine
Samuel Katz
[953.23 Ka]

Confronting Jihad: Israel’s Struggle and the World after 9/11
Saul Singer
[922.4 Si]

Hamas: Palestinian Terrorists
Maxine Rosaler
[J 950.27 Ro]

Impact of Terror (DVD)
[950.27 DVD]

The Indictment: The Arab-Israeli Conflict in Historical Perspective
Sabina Citron
[953.23 Ci]

Israel in a Time of Terror (DVD)
[950.27 Is DVD]

Jerusalem or Death: Palestinian Terrorism
Samuel Katz
[J 950.27 Ka]
No Safe Place: Six Lives Forever Changed (DVD)
[950.27 No DVD]

Right to Exist: A Moral Defense of Israel’s Wars
Yaacov Lozowick
[950.27 Lo]

Still Life with Bombers: Israel in the Age of Terrorism
David Horovitz
[950.27 Ho]

Striking Back: the 1972 Munich Olympics Massacre and Israel’s Deadly Response
Aaron Klein
[953.3 Kl]

Resources on Hamas

The “Al Aksa Is in Danger” Libel – the History of a Lie
Nadav Shragai
[301.5 Sh]

The Case for Moral Clarity: Israel, Hamas, and Gaza
Alan Dershowitz
[950.28 De]

Gideon’s Spies: The Secret History of the Mossad
Gordon Thomas
[953.5 Th]

Hamas: Politics, Charity, and Terrorism in the Service of Jihad
Matthew Levitt
[322.4 Le]

Hamas: The Terror Elite
Steven Plaut
[322.4 Pl]

Hamas vs. Fatah: The Struggle for Palestine
Jonathan Schanzer
[950.28 Sc]
The Hunt for the Engineer: How Israeli Agents tracked the Hamas Master Bomber  
Samuel M. Katz  
[953.23 Ka]

The Islamic Mein Kampf  
[301.5 Is]

Son of Hamas  
Mosab Hassan Yousef  
[950.28 Yo]

Terror Tunnels: The Case for Israeli’s Just War Against Hamas  
Alan Dershowitz  
[950.28 De]

Resources on Anti-Zionism and Antisemitism on College and University Campuses

Academics against Israel and the Jews  
Manfred Gerstenfeld  
[950.201 Ge]

Antisemitism: Here and Now  
Deborah Lipstadt  
[301 Li]

Anti-Semitism in the Contemporary American University: Parallels with the Nazi Era  
Stephen Norwood  
[301.73 No]

Antisemitism on the Campus: Past and Present  
Eunice Pollak  
[301.73 Po]

Anti-Zionism on Campus: the University, Free Speech, and BDS  
Andres Pessin, co-editor  
[951.4 Pe]

The Conflict Over the Conflict: The Israel/Palestine Campus Debate  
Kenneth Stern  
[953.23 St]
Jerome Ostrov
[378 Os]

Industry of Lies: Media, Academia, and the Israeli-Arab Conflict
Ben-Dror Yemeni
[951.4 Ye]

Israel Denial: Anti-Zionism, Anti-Semitism, and the Faculty Campaign Against the Jewish State
Cary Nelson
[951.4 Ne]

The Israel Warrior: Fighting Back for the Jewish State from Campus to Street Corner
Shmuley Boteach
[301.5 Bo]

Ivory Towers on Sand: The Failure of Middle Eastern Studies in America
Martin Kramer
[378.3 Kr]

Muslim Hate Groups on Campus
Daniel Greenfield
[301.73 Gr]

The Uncivil University: Politics and Propaganda in American Education
Gary Tobin
[378 To]

**DVDs About Anti-Zionism and Antisemitism on College Campuses**

Columbia Unbecoming
[301.73 Co DVD]

Crossing the Line: The Intifada Comes to Campus
[301.73 Cr DVD]

Crossing the Line 2: The New Face of Antisemitism on Campus
[301.73 Cro DVD]

Hate Spaces: The Politics of Intolerance on Campus
[378 APT DVD]

Hate Speech on Campus
[301.73 Ha DVD]